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Table 18. General characteristics of different forms of 2,4-D (after Ashton and Monaco, 1991).

Appearance Precipitous
when mixed Formed in Volatilization

Form Solubility In Water Solubility in Oil with water Hard Water Potential

Acid low low milky yes low

Amine Salts
- water soluble high low clear yes none
- oil soluble low high milky yes none

Esters
- low volatile low high milky none medium
- high volatile low high milky none high

Inorganic Salts medium low clear yes none

- Ester formulations should not be Uses
used during warm temperatures
because those conditions favor The phenoxies were developed during World War
volatilization and movement of the II and were first reported to control dandelions in
herbicide. Kentucky bluegrass in 1944. Many formulations and

combinations of 2,4-D (Table 18) and other phenoxies
3. Acids are available. Amino salts of 2,4-D are the most

Due to their moderate solubility in commonly used form. Applications should be made
water and formulation expense, acid only when the weed is actively growing and not in any
forms are not commonly used. Acids reproductive (seedhead or flower formation) growth
are generally more effective on stage. As weeds mature, repeat applications
certain hard-to-control weeds than approximately 2 weeks apart will be required for
amine forms. control. For hard-to-control weeds, combinations

with dicamba, mecoprop, dichlorprop or similar
4. Oil soluble amine salts herbicide are needed. Avoid its use on juvenile

- Oil soluble amine salts form an grasses. St. Augustinegrass and bentgrass may be
emulsion in water, and like the ester injured.
formulations, may require agitation to
maintain a suspension; Behavior in Plants
- These formulations, like esters, are
quickly absorbed by plant foliage and Absorption and translocation
are relatively resistant to removal by
rain. They are nearly as effective as All are readily foliar absorbed. The speed and

low-volatile esters; extent of absorption depends upon their formulation.

- These formulations, like the water The following shows the general relationship of
soluble salt forms, are considered to various formulations and their relative absorption
be nonvolatile, but spray drift could rate:

occur with only slight wind
movement, esters > ammonium and amine salts > Na and K salts

B. Dry Applications u Regardless of formulations applied, the

Granules are for specific uses such as aquatics anionic form of the molecule moves
and turf symplastically in the plant;


